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An interactive computer program has been designed for phase 
equilibrium and isothermal enthalpy departure calculations.
Enough flexibility has been provided in order to make possible 
the adjustment of the parameters involved and improved results 
can be obtained.
The theoretical treatment of the calculations has been done 
through the use of the modification of the equation of state of 
Redlich Kwong made by Chueh and Prausnitz. The popular two - 
constant equation of state has been used in both phases accord­
ing to the developments of Zudkevitch and Joffe with the differ­
ence that the mixing rule proposed by Prausnitz and Chueh for the 
interactive constant a^^ was used.
The program has been tested on several binary systems and a 
ternary system. Initially, the SI parameters reported by Chueh 
and Prausnitz were considered, calculations for pure materials 
showed that the set of parameters for saturated vapor should be 
expected to give better results. Calculations for mi.xtures 
showed that this set of parameters could give good results if 
adjusted. The adjustment was made arbitrarily. The program was 
extended to calculate enthalpy departures and a new set of G 
parameters was calculated by fitting saturated liquid data 
according to the method of Joffe and Zudkevitch. The new set of 
parameters was used in both phases and it was found to produce 
very good results when arbitrary adjustments were made. Only the 
j&'s in the vapor phase were adjusted to preserve the consistency 
of the enthalpies calculated in the liquid phase.
The required information on the dependence of the SI parameters 
on the temperature has been expressed graphically for the new set 
of parameters for saturated liquid.
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Design of most chemical processes requires at least some phase 
equilibrium calculations since such processes, with rare exceptions, 
include separation steps effected by diffusional operations such as 
distillation, extraction, etc. The number of binary mixtures found 
in actual chemical processes is already extremely large, and the 
number of possible multicomponent mixtures is even larger, practically 
infinite, therefore it can be safely said that there will never be 
enough data to satisfy the needs of the design engineer.
The answer to this problem is the practical application of the 
principles of molecular thermodynamics to handle the limited ex­
perimental data available to perform phase-equilibrium calculations 
and in this way estimate the information needed for designing a 
particular process or a particular processing unit.
Obtaining reliable thermodynamic properties involves significant 
manpower and resources, therefore the search for efficient methods 
of prediction and the evaluation of those already on hand is 
justified. Enthalpies can be predicted with a reliable equation of 
state and an efficient computer program.
The discussion of the theoretical background involved in the 
development of this report has been carried progressively from 
the most elementary to the most advanced concepts of thermodyna­
mics of phase equilibria in order to give a better perspective 
of the relationship that exists between the two fundamental 
methods of approaching the solution to the problem of phase 
equilibria before getting into the specifics of this work.
The goal of the work reported here is the development of a computer 
program to perform vapor-liquid equilibrium calculations and enthalpy 
departure calculations, a program flexible enough to be used on a 
reasonable variety of systems through a method of calculation that 
uses a simple two-parameter equation of state. The popular equation
E.R. 1928
of state of Redlich - Kwong (26) as modified by Chueh and Prausnitz 
(5 ,6) is used for the calcuations in both phases according to the 
developments of Zudkevitch and Joffe (35)* Modifications to the 
original procedure have been introduced by using the Prausnitz - 
Chueh mixing rule for the interactive constant a^^ and by using 
all experimental data for saturated liquid in the calculationscof 
the SI parameters.
Interactive features in the program allow the user to manipulate the 
parameters involved in the calculation of the constants in the Redlich 
Kwong equation of state to produce the best possible fit of the 
experimental data. On the other hand, the user will be able to switch 
to a different system whenever required.
The program has been tested on several binary systems and a ternary
system. The results obtained in modeling these systems show that
the parameters may require an adjustment to improve the performance 
of the equation of state even in the case that the set of parameters 
obtained for saturated liquid is used in both phases. These parameters 
have been found by data fitting and areeused to compute enthalpy de­
partures following the method of Joffe and Zudkevitch.
The results obtained in this work are in general very good when the
correct set of parameters is used.
E.R. 1928
I - THE FUNDAMENTAL EQUATION OF EQUILIBRIUM 
1-1) The Criterion of Equilibrium
We say that two or more phases that are in contact are in equilibrium 
vbien the exchange of their constituents has ceased and the composition 
of each of them reaches a constant value.
The task of thermodynamics is to describe quantitatively the distri­
bution at equilibrium of every component among all the phases present. 
Thermodynamics provides the mathematical language in which an abstract 
solution of the phase equilibrium problem is obtained, and the link 
between the real and abstract problem is given by the concept of 
chemical potential.
The mathematical solution to the phase equilibrium problem states that 
the chemical potential of each component must be the same in every 
phase in the system, in other words*
A
a
/ I (1- 1)
For the general case of equilibrium in multicomponent heterogeneous 
systems in which chemical reactions do not occur, the above state­












The concept of chemical potential is so abstract that a way must be 
found to relate it to the primary variables temperature, pressure 
and composition. To establish this relationship it is convenient to 
introduce certain auxiliary functions that are more easily identified
E.R. 1928
with physical reality.
1-2) Fugacity and Fugacity Coefficient
The chemical potential of a pure substance is related to the tem­
perature, pressure, the molar entropy, s^, and the molar volume, 
v^, through the differential equation
dy^ a -s^dT + v^dp (1-3 )
From equation (1-3) we learn that at constant temperature
v^ (1-4)
If a fluid that obeys the ideal gas equation of state is considered
in first instance, we have
T = ^  (1-5)
and
= ST ̂R #  . HTddn P) (1-6)
Equation (1-6) is valid only for pure ideal gases but Lewis retained 
its form in defining a new quantity, the fugacity, which makes it 
applicable to any component in any system, whether solid, liquid or 
gas, pure or in a mixture, ideal or not« In terms of fugacity equa­
tion (1-6) becomes
dyW^ = RT d(ln f)^ (1-7)
Though the concept of chemical potential can be described as the po-
E.R. 1928
tentlal governing the mass transfer among the phases of a hetero­
geneous system, it is still much more difficult to grasp than the 
concept of fugacity. For a pure ideal gas, the fugacity is equal to 
the pressure, and for a component i in a mixture of ideal gases it 
is equal to its partial pressure, y^P. Therefore, when studying a 
nonideal system, fugacity is to he regarded in the same sense as 
pressure is when dealing with ideal systems. In consequence, the 
fugacity is an intensive property. All gases approach ideal behavior 
as the pressure approaches zero.
According to these statements we completely fix the concept of fuga­
city in equation (1-7) by saying that in the limit (the ideal gas)
~  1 as P 0 (1-8)
for a real mixture of gases
^  ^  (1 -9 )
The function < p  ^  is called the fugacity coefficient. This function 
can be visualized as a correction factor, indicator of the degree of 
nonideality of a system.
The fundamental equation of phase equilibrium can be expressed in a 
more convenient way in termsof fugacities. Using equations (1-1) and 
(1-7) for the phases CX and 0̂ , the following equation can be readi­
ly derived for component i
ff = f/ (1- 10)
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Equation (I-10) tells us that for a heterogeneous system in equili-#
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brium the fugacity of a component i is the same in all phases.
1-3) Activity and Activity Coefficient
There is no way to compute an absolute value for the chemical po­
tential, therefore only its changes are calculated. Since changes 
must be measured with respect to something, a reference state must 
be defined. This fact is the reason for having the commonly called 
standard states. The standard states are intimately related to the 
concept of ideality.
If we have a component for which its standard state chemical poten­
tial is ?, there must be a fixed value for its standard state 
fugacity f̂ . With this in mind, an isothermal change in the chemical 
potential of this component in a mixture at some pressure and composi­
tion of interest can be calculated with respect to its standard state.
According to this and upon integration of equation (1-7) we get
f.
U i \  = HT là -i (1441)
where JJl^ is the chemical potential and f̂  is the fugacity of 
component i, both at the pressure and composition of interest. The
ratio —  was called by Lewis the activity a. The activity may be
considered as a measure of the relative potential of a substance 
referred to an arbitrary and judiciously chosen standard state.
It was indicated before thaththe fugacity coefficient is a 
quantitative measure of the departure from ideal behavior of a 
solution. Similarly, when dealing with liquid solutions its degree 
of nonideality is expressed with another thermodynamic auxiliary 
function: thê  activity coefficient T , defined as the ratio of 
the activity to the most convenient measure of the concentration, 
the mole fraction. For component i*
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i
or alternately in terms of fugacities
T; = (1- 12)
The introduction of the activity coefficient provides also a more 
convenient approach to the problem of phase equilibrium because the 
abstract concept of chemical potential is not explicitly involved 
any more.
It is indispensable, for the activity coefficient to have signifè 
icance, to specify the value of f® the fugacity of i at some 
arbitrary standard state, usually defined at the same temperature 
of the mixture.
The fugacity coefficient is a function of the pressure, temperature 
and composition, even though its evaluation may vary depending on the 
particular problem on hand. At low or moderate pressures the partial 
Bolar volume of component i in the liquid solution can be assumed 
equal to the saturated molar volume of pure liquid i at the tempera­
ture of the solution. On the other hand it can also be assumed that, 
for practical purposes, activity coefficients depend only on tem­
perature and composition (23). At high pressures these assumptions 
can not be taken for granted because they, and specially the latter, 
can lead to serious error (24). For this case the partial molar volume 
involved in the calculation of may be evaluated through the com­
bination of an equation of state and a corresponding-states correla­
tion such as that of Lyckman, Eckert and Prausnitz (19).Regarding 
the activity coefficient, the effect of pressure must also be con­
sidered at a fixed temperature.
The relationship between the activity coefficient and composition is
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very important and when the temperature and pressure are fixed 
they can be easily correlated by means of the excess functions and 
the isobaric, isothermal Gibbs-Duhem equation. In this way the 
equation of Margules, van Laar, Wilson and Renon, etc. were derived.
A detailed discussion on these equations can be found in Prausnitz*s 
Molecular Thermodynamics (25).
1-4) New Forms of the Fundamental Equation of Equilibrium
The brief discussion on activity and activity coefficient in the 
preceding section was brought to the subject because they are basic 
for the more useful and more comprehensive form of the fundamental 
equation of equilibrium presented below.
The scope of this work is the phase equilibrium problem in the vapor- 
liquid systems, therefore when referring to phases throughout the 
text a vapor phase (superscript v) and a. liquid phase (superscript 1 ) 
is intended.
Solving for the fugacity of component i in the mixture in equations 




Combination of equations (I-14) and (1- 15) with equation (1- 10) 
gives a new form of the equation of equilibrium for any component i
P -  (1- 16)
where in the left hand side that represents the vapor phase y^ is the 
mole fraction, ( p Y  ± e the fugacity coefficient and ? is the total 
pressure of the mixture; the right hand side represents the liquid
E.R. 1928
phase and is the mole fraction, is the activity coefficient
and f° is the fugacity of component 1 at the standard state* This 
standard state fugacity is usually taken as that of pure liquid i at 
the system temperature and either at the saturation pressure of pure 
i (low or moderate pressure systems) or at the total pressure of the 
mixture. Special care must be taken when specifying the pressure of 
the standard state for high pressure systems.
Equation (1- 16) can still be transformed into an equation of equili­
brium in terms of fugacity coefficients: the definition of activity 
coefficients equation (1- 13) can also be written
1'' ■
Recalling the definition of fugatity coefficient equation (I-17) 
transforms into
Vi - ^ i ^
Replacing equation (1-18) back into equation (I-16)
where is the fugacity coefficient of component i in the liquid
phase.
Equation (1-19) tells us that a fugacity coefficient for both phases 
must be evaluated. The fugacity coefficient, as the activity coeffi-
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cient is a function of pressure, temperature and composition, there­
fore in order to use equation (1- 19) for solving the phase-equilibr­
ium problem we need to know what is the relationship between these 
variables and the fugacity coefficient, this also anticipates that 
an equation of state that works well on both phases will be needed. 
This is the subject of the following section since equation (I-T9) 
is the eoee of the present report.
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II - THE EQUATIONS OF STATE
11-1) Why an Equation of State is Needed at All
A system consisting of vapor and liquid in equilibrium can be stu­
died by considering each phase as an open system by itself. In 
doing this and upon considerations based on a combined statement of 
the first and second laws of thermodynamics the following relation­
ships for the Gibbs free energy, G, and the Helmholtz energy. A, 
are derived
d G = -SdT + VdP + 2  A! 4 dm, (II-1)^ 1 X
d A = -SdT - S & +  2
From equation (II-1) and at any arbitrarily fixed T and P the 
chemical potential of component i can be directly related to the 
Gibbs free energy
TPm,
Similarly, from equation II-2 and at constant T and V the relation* 
ship between the chemical potential and the Helmholtz energy is 
found
E.R. 1928 12
The subscript in equations (II-3) and (II-4) means that the 
number of moles of the species other than i is held constant.
The definitions of the Gibbs free energy and the Helmholtz energy 
are given by:
It was established that the chemical potential is related to the 
fugacity and by means of this to the fugacity coefficient, the pro­
blem is now to find a relation between the fugacity coefficient and 
the temperature, pressure and composition. There are two ways to 
approach the problem:
1.- Starting with equations (II-3) and (II-3) and Maxwell’s 
equations that give the enthalpy and entropy as a func­
tion of pressure at constant temperature and composition.
2.- Starting with equations (II-4) and (II-6) and Maxwell’s 
equations that relate the energy and entropy to volume at 
fixed temperature and composition too.
Approach 1 gives the fugacity coefficient in terms of T and P as 
independent variables. Approach 2 leads to a fugacity coefficient as 
a function of temperature and volume. Here again it is necessary to 
anticipate the concept of equation of state to say that for real 
engineering work approach 2 is preferable because volumetric data 
are most commonly expressed by an equation of state that uses tem­
perature and volume as the independent variables, i. e. pressure 
explicit.
The result for the fugacity coefficient with temperature and volume 
as independent variables is the equation:
ARTHUR cakes CIBRARYI 






RT dV - In Z (II-7)
where stands for the number of moles of component i, V is the 
total volume of the mixture and Z is the compressibility factor of 
the mixture. Derivation of equation (II-7) has been clearly given 
by Beattie (1).
Equation (II-7) is the rigorous solution to the problem of finding 
a relationship between the fugacity coefficient and the pressure, 
temperature and composition, but before numerical results can be 
obtained from it, information on the systems under consideration 
must be available for the whole range of density from the ideal 
state to the conditions of interest. This information is the volu­
metric data and sometimes it is available from experimental results, 
this data can be differentiated and integrated numerically to yield 
the fugacity coefficient and any desired thermodynamic function. 
Usually this is not the case because experimental data are relative­
ly scarce considering the practically infinite number of mixtures 
possible. The solution to this problem is the development of the so 
called equation of state on theoretical, semitheoretical or empiri­
cal bases. This is why equations of state are a necessary tool in 
thermodynamics of phase equilibria.
XI-2) The Equation of State.
An equation of state is the relation among pressure, volume, temp­
erature and composition of a substance whether pure or in a uniform 
mixture at equilibrium, whether gas, liquid or solid. In functional 
form this relationship is*
f(P,T,V,x) = 0
Many equations of state have been suggested but because of the
E.R. 1928
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variety of objectives that an equation of state must satisfy, a
perfect equation has not been discovered as yet. The one that sa­
tisfies an objective may fail to satisfy another.
The development of better equations of state is still a frontier 
challenge and every effort placed towards it is justified because 
the equation of state is a tool of exceptional power and utility. 
When combined with appropriate thermodynamic relations, a well 
behaved equation can predict with high precision




5.-Latent heat of vaporization
6 .-Activity coefficients
7.-Vapor-Liquid equilibria in mixtures
not to mention the assistance it offers in correlating transport 
properties such as viscosity and diffusivity.
There are three major concerns regarding an equation of state; the 
first is the amount of data required to obtain the parameters in the 
equation, the second concerns the range of density to be covered, and 
the third has to do with the degree of accuracy to within which the 
experimental data is to be fitted. High precision equations may have 
many arbitrary constants whose number depends primarily upon the den­
sity range and in a minor way upon the temperature range. A large 
number of constants means that more mixing rules are required; since 
these mixing rules are subject to much uncertainty the results may 
also be doubtful. For many situations it may be found that an equa­
tion that has only two or three constants fits as well as a more 
complicated one (30). Examples of the development of equations of 
state have been presented by Martin.
Review of the merits and limitations of several equations of state 
was published by Shah and Thodos (30) recently. The equations of 
van der Waals (two constants), Dietrici (two constants), Clausius
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( t h r e e  c o n s t a n t s ) ,  B e r t h e lo t  ( tw o  c o n s t a n t s ) ,  W o h l ( t h r e e  c o n s t a n t s ) ,  
B e a t t ie - B r id g e m a n  ( f i v e  c o n s t a n t s ) ,  R e d lic h -K w o n g  ( tw o  c o n s ta n ts )  and 
B e n e d ic t -W e b b -R u b in  ( e i g h t  c o n s ta n t s )  w e re  e v a lu a te d  o n  a rg o n  and 
n - b u ta n e  and th e  r e s u l t s  co m p a red  a g a in s t  th e  e x p e r im e n ta l  d a ta  on  
l o g - l o g  p l o t s  o f  re d u c e d  p r e s s u r e  v s .  re d u c e d  v o lu m e  u s in g  re d u c e d  
te m p e r a tu r e  a s  p a r a m e te r .  I n  g e n e r a l ,  th e  tw o  c o n s ta n t  R e d lic h -K w o n g  
e q u a t io n  g a ve  r e a s o n a b ly  good  r e s u l t s  and i n  c e r t a i n  r e g io n s  was 
fo u n d  s u p e r io r  to  th e  m ore  c o m p le x  B e a t t ie - B r id g e m a n  and B e n e d ic t-W e b b  
- R u b in  e q u a t io n s .  Due to  i t s  s i m p l i c i t y  and a c c u r a c y  th e  R e d l ic h -  
Kwong e q u a t io n  o f  s t a t e  i s  among th o s e  few  t h a t  h a ve  becom e o f  g e n e r a l  
u s e .
The R e d lic h -K w o n g  e q u a t io n  i s  t o  be u se d  i n  th e  d e v e lo p m e n t o f  t h i s  
r e p o r t  and  t h e r e f o r e  i t  d e s e rv e s  a s e p a r a te  s e c t i o n .
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III - THE REDUCE - mONG EQUATION OF STATE
III-1) Th# Original Equation
la 1949 ReâliGh and Kwong (26) proposed a two-constant equation of 
state which furnished satisfactory results above the critical tem­
perature for any pressure. The equation is rather empirical in nature, 
its justification is circumstantial and by no means rigorous. The 
proposed equation is represented by
where a is &)iconstant that accounts for the attractive intermolecular 
forces and b is a constant introduced to account for good approxima*^ 
tion at high pressures where the volume of all gases approaches a 
limiting value that is practically independent of temperature and 
close to 0,26 times the critical volume. The constants a and b were 
determined from the critical properties, their relationship follows 
from the fact that at the critical point
Imposition of these restrictions on equation (III-1) leads to the 
following:





b = 0.0667 (III-3)
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Extension of equation (III-l) to mixtures required that the 
dependence of the constants a and b on the mole fraction was 
established. Since the molecular theory gives the result that the 
second virial coefficient is a function of second degree of the mole 
fraction, a similar relationship was assumed for a
The cross terms a^^ were related to the properties of the pure com­
ponents by the somewhat arbitrary assumption that
and probably founded on the fact that the molecular theory shows 
that the attractive potential between two dissimilar molecules is 
approximately given by the geometric mean of the potentials between 
the like molecules at the same separation.
With regard to the constant b Redlich and Kwong considered that 
because it had been introduced as the limiting volume, a linear de­
pendence on the mole fractions was quite obvious. Therefore:
“.ix = ?
Because the Redlich-Kwong equation combines the advantages of
simplicity and accuracy over wide ranges of temperature and pressure
it has become very popular. It has been used with considerable
s u c c e s s  i n  th e  v a p o r  p h a s e  f o r  th e  ra n g e  1..1 n  n  1,6  b u t  i n  th e ̂r
18
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liquid phase this equation does not lead to accurate results when 
the described constants and mixing rules are applied, especially to 
Éystems with unusual behavior such as those containing carbon dioxide* 
In an attempt to improve the accuracy of the results obtained with 
the original equation, many modifications have been proposed.
Ill-2) The Modified Equation
In general it wan be said that in the modifications of the Redlich- 
Kwong equation, and perhaps for any equation of state, two kinds of 
compromises exist: 1) accuracy versus complexity and 2) accuracy in 
one region versus accuracy in other. The modifications introduced 
have to do with the mixing rules, the temperature dependence of the 
constants a and b and the addition of correction terms. Some of the 
recent modifications are listed, most of which have been applied 
only to the vapor p&ase.
In 1963 Redlich and Dunlop (27) modified the original equation by 
introducing a deviation function which contained the Pitzer’s acentric 
factor (21), this deviation function was further developed by Redlich 
et ai. (28) in 1963. The resulting equation for the compressibility 
factor of a gaseous mixtureswith Redlich’s modified equation of 
state turned out to be prohibitively tedious to handle without a 
computer. The results obtained with it for pure substances are an 
improvement over the original Redlich-Kwong equation, but for mix­
tures the improvement is usually slight, and in some cases the o- 
riÿinal equation performs better (23).
In 1964 Wilson (33) proposed, and later in 1966 (34) discussed, an 
improvement to the Redlich-Kwong equation. His work :l ? involves the 
modification of the temperature dependent term with the introduction 
of an empirical function of the reciprocal of the reduced temperature 
and the acentric factor.
In 1966 Joffe and Zudkevitch (14) presented a method that they tested 
on systems consisting of carbon dioxide and light hydrocarbons. The 
constant b was set a second degree function of the mole fraction, 
similar to a, therefore introducing interaction constants to be 
be calculated through the use of the pseudocritical temperature and
19
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p r e s s u r e  o f  b in a r y  m ix t u r e s .
I n  1967 C hueh  and P r a u s n i t z  ( 5 )  p ro p o s e d  a r e v i s i o n  to  th e  R e d l ic h -  
Kwong e q u a t io n .  T h e y  in t r o d u c e d  th e  n o t a t i o n  and  ^  f o r  th e
n u m e r ic a l  v a lu e s  i n  th e  o r i g i n a l  e x p r e s s io n s  f o r  th e  c o n s ta n t s  a and 
b a nd  e s t a b l is h e d  d i f f e r e n t  v a lu e s  f o r  e a ch  s u b s ta n c e  i n  th e  v a p o r  
p h a s e  a s  w e l l  a s  i n  th e  l i q u i d  p h a s e .  The i n t e r a c t i o n  c o n s ta n t  
was d e f in e d  i n  te r m s  o f  a  c o m b in a t io n  o f  c r i t i c a l  v o lu m e s  and com­
p r e s s i b i l i t y  f a c t o r s  and  th e  i n t r o d u c t i o n  o f  a b in a t y  c o n s ta n t
I n  1970 Z u d k e v i t c h  and J o f f e  ( 5 5 )  b a se d  t h e i r  p ro p o s e d  m o d i f i c a t i o n  
o f  t h e  R e d lic h -K w o n g  e q u a t io n  o f  s t a t e  o n  th e  p re m is e  t h a t  th e  
c o e f f i c i e n t s  a r e  f u n c t io n s  o f  te m p e r a tu r e ^  an id e a  u s e d  b y  o th e r s  
( 29 ,  35 ,  34 ) and  d e v e lo p e d  a  m e th o d  t h a t  u s e s  f o r  b o th  p h a s e s , v a p o r  
and l i q u i d ,  th e  same v a lu e s  o f  ^  and  c a lc u la t e d  f o r  th e  p u re
c o m p o n e n ts  a t  s a t u r a t i o n .  T h e y  a ls o  p r e s e n te d  a new e x p r e s s io n  f o r  
th e  i n t e r a c t i o n  p a r a m e te r  a ^ ^ L a t e r  i n  th e  same y e a r  J o f f e  e t  a l .  
( 16) p ro p o s e d  an  a l t e r n a t e  m e th o d  f o r  c a l c u l a t i n g  th e  S I  c o e f f i c i e n t s  
b y  f o r c i n g  e q u a l i z a t i o n  o f  th e  f u g a c i t y  c o e f f i c i e n t s  i n  th e  s a tu r a t e d  
v a p o r  a nd  th e  s a tu r a t e d  l i q u i d  f o r  e a c h  p u r e  s u b s ta n c e  b e lo w  i t s  
c r i t i c a l  t e m p e r a tu r e .
Two o f  th e  m o s t r e c e n t  m o d i f i c a t i o n s  o f  th e  R e d lic h -K w o n g  e q u a t io n  o f  
s t a t e  w e re  in t r o d u c e d  b y  Seawe ( 3 2 )  i n  1972 and  C h a u d ro n  ( 4 ) i n  1975* 
S in c e  th e  m o d i f i c a t i o n s  o f  C hueh  and  P r a u s n i t z  a nd  t h a t  o f  Z u d k e v i t c h  
and  J o f f e  a r e  th e  b a s is  o f  th e  p r e s e n t  r e p o r t ,  t h e y  a re  d is c u s s e d  i n  
m ore  d e t a i l  b e lo w .
I I I - 3 )  The M o d i f i c a t i o n - o f  C hueh  and  P r a u s n i t z
The c o n d i t i o n s  a t  th e  c r i t i c a l  p o i n t  y i e l d  tw o  c o n s ta n t  v a lu e s  f o r  
S l^  and  f o r  a l l  f l u i d s  i n  th e  o r i g i n a l  R e d lic h -K w o n g  e q u a t io n ,  
t h i s  m eans t h a t  d e r i v a t i v e s  o f  th e  e q u a t io n  a re  b e in g  f i t t e d  to  th e  
e x p e r im e n ta l  r e s u l t s  i n  th e  c r i t i c a l  r e g io n  w h ic h  i s  n o t  th e  b e s t  
t h i n g  to  do s in c e  th e  s i t u a t i o n s  o f  i n t e r e s t  s p a n  o v e r  a w id e  ra n g e  
o f  c o n d i t i o n s .  F o r  t h i s  r e a s o n  C hueh  and  P r a u s n i t z  c o n s id e r e d  t h a t  
^ t  i s  a b e t t e r  a p p ro a c h  to  e v a lu a te  and S ï^  f o r  e a c h  p u r e  com­
p o n e n t  b y  f i t t i n g  th e  o r i g i n a l  e q u a t io n  to  th e  v o lu m e t r ic  d a ta  o f  
th e  s a t u r a t e d  # a p o r  ( 5) a nd  t o  t h a t  o f  th e  s a tu r a t e d  l i q u i d  ( 6) .  The
20
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r e s u l t s  f o r  many s u b s ta n c e s  o f  I n t e r e s t  w e re  t a b u la te d  and  a r e  r e a d l  
l y  a v a i l a b le  ( 3 , 6 ,  24 , 23 ) ,
The o r i g i n a l  e q u a t io n  was l e f t  u n c h a n g e d
w h e re
- '
i
V%b , =  \ .....-  ( I I I - 9 )
i
F o r  m ix t u r e s  th e  same m ix in g  r u l e s  w e re  u s e d
^mix S  %  ^ 3 * 1 3  ( I I I - 10)
S i m i l a r l y
fia K 5 
- 1 i
® l i  “  P ( I I I - 12)
"1






®̂1.1 = ^  (III-14)
^  ''ij
T_ = * ^ y h ) ^  (III-15)
®ij ®i ®3
w. + *.
z, = 0.291 - 0.08(-i-5— “) (III-16)
®13
T. « (T. . T )*(i _ k. .) (Ill-17)
®ij *1
The constant must he, In general, obtained from some experimen­
tal information (second virial cross coefficients, saturated liquid 
volumes) and is characteristic of the interaction i-j. This constant
represents the deviation from the geometric mean for T_ and it is
*43
considered independent of the temperature, density and composition*
Values of k . . have been estimated for the most common binary pairs ij
and reported.
Upon substitution of equation (III-7) and the mixing rules, equations 
(III-10) through (III-17), into equation (II-7) the expression for 
the fugacity coefficient of component k in the mixture becomes
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N
l a  0  =  l a ---------- ------------------------------ .  -  .
mix * mix ^mix * mix ^ndx
+
®mix^ C_ ^mix * ^mix ^mix
HT^ * ^ b ^ ^ L  ^ m ix  ^ m ix  *** * m ix
- la (III-18)
T h e  m o la r  v o lu m e  o f  th e  m ix t u r e ,  v ^ ^ ^ ,  i s  o b t a in e d  b y  s o l v in g  th e  
e q u a t io n  o f  s t a t e ,  e q u a t io n  III-7, w h ic h  i s  c u b ic  i n  v .  F ro m  th e  
t h r e e  r o o t s  th e  l a r g e s t  r e a l  r o o t  i s  c h o s e n  f o r  t h e  v a p o r ,  and  th e  
s m a l le s t  f o r  t h e  l i q u i d .
T he  q u a n tu m  g a s e s  ( h y d r o g e n ,  h e l iu m ,  n e o n )  h a v e  c o n f i g u r a t i o n a l  p r o ­
p e r t i e s  t h a t  a r e  d e s c r ib e d  b y  q u a n tu m  r a t h e r  th a h  c l a s s i c a l  m e c h a n ic s ,  
f o r  t h i s  re a s o n  e f f e c t i v e  c r i t i c a l  c o n s t a n t s ,  f u n c t i o n  o f  th e  m o le c #  
u l a r  m ass a nd  t h e  te m p e r a tu r e ,  m u s t be  u s e d .  E x p r e s s io n s  f o r  t h e  
e f f e c t i v e  c r i t i c a l  c o n s t a n t s  w e re  d e r iv e d  b y  f i t t i n g  th e  R e d l i c h -  
K w ong e q u a t io n  t o  e x p e r im e n ta l  d a ta  u s in g  th e  o r i g i n a l  v a lu e s  o f  th e  
c o e f f i c i e n t s  ( i , e ,  = 0*4278 a nd  = 0.0867). The e f f e c t i v e
c r i t i c a l  te m p e r a tu r e  a n d  th e  e f f e c t i v e  c r i t i c a l  p r e s s u r e  a r e  g iv e n  b y
T®
T.   I n  (III-19)C
,0
^  = T i r k i
mT
w h e re  m i s  t h e  m o le c u la r  m ass a nd  T ^  a nd  a r e  t h e  c l a s s i c a l
c c
te m p e r a tu r e  a n d  p r e s s u r e  r e s p e c t i v e l y .
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When the mixture has one or more of the quantum gases, equations
. and P /
•1 °i
(III-9) through (III-13) are used, but in this case T ,G. C,
are given by equations (III-19) and (111-20), and





z* ^(T* T° )i(1 - k^j)
P“ = — ^ ----------V (III-23)
*13 T°
®13
c i(T* + V* (III-24)
**1 3  '  *1 *3
= 0.291 - 0.08(- ^ 4  (III-25)
+ -Î-) (III-26)
“13 " i  »3
The coefficients It ̂  and 12^ are 0.4278 and 0.0867 respectively, and 
the effective acentric factor, w, is zero for all quantum gases.Va­
lues of v° for quantum gases are calculated from the relation 
T* » 0.291ET*/P*.
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III-4) The Zudkevitch and Joffe Modification
The basic definition of equilibrium between a vapor and a liquid is 
given, as we saw, by the equation
(111-27)
or in terms of fugacity coefficients, as we also learned, by
= *10 iP ( m - 2 8 )
Using the Redlich-Kwong equation of state, equation (III-7), it can 
be readily shown that the fugacity coefficient of a pure component 
is given by
Zudkevitch and Joffe assumed that the equation of state can be used 
for the liquid phase as well as for the vapor phase and that the S I  
coefficients are functions of temperature.
Thmegh the use of these S h  parameters the fugacity coefficient for 
either phase can be computed from equation III-29. According to 
equation (III-28) the fugacity coefficient in a one component system 
must be the same in both phases, this value of the fugacity coefficient 
is calculated independently from the correlation of Lyckman, Eckert 
and Prausnitz (19):
E .R . 1928
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log (^® = (log + w d o g  (III-30)
wh.re (log qb®) and (log <^®)^ ap. functions of reduced tern- 
perature available ±a the literature. Equation (III-30) is valid for 
the range = 0.36 to = 0.99. For conditions at the critical 
point, i. e. = 1.0, the following relationship was recommended:
log c p ^  = 0.1734 - 0.0361w  ̂ (111-31)
where is the fugacity at the critical point.
For reduced temperatures less than 0.36 the following approximation 
was suggested:
(III-32)
(phe fugacity coefficient calculated through the corresponding states 
correlation is the limiting value to those found with equation (III-29) 
which must be in reasonable agreement with it. When this is the case, 
it means thaththe S I  coefficients used are good. Therefore, at a given 
temperature finding the correct values of and is a trial and 
error process that must be worked out independently for each phase as 
follows:
1.- A value of is assumed. Use equation III-9 to cal­
culate b. The critical properties must be available.
2.- Solve equations (IIX-7) and (III-Ô) simultaneously 
for a and A ^  at the saturation conditions. The vapor 
pressure and fluid density must also be known.
3.- Calculate the fugacity coefficient using equation 
(III-29)• Compare this value with that obtained using
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the proper corresponding states equation for the 
fugacity coefficient.
4*-Repeat the sequence until reaching a reasonable 
agreement between the calculated values.
Zudkevitch and Joffe studied the results obtained for both phases 
and decided to utilize the values of and A ^  found for the liquid 
phase in the calculations for both phases in fluid mixtures.
After the A  coefficients have been calculated the fugacity coefficient 
of a component k in a mixture can be computed following about the same 
method of Chueh and Prausnitz discuésed above, with the exception that 
Zudkevitch and Joffe proposed the following equation to calculate the 
interaction parameter a^^
*13 “ (*1*3)*(* - 013) (III-33)
where the parameter C^^ represents the deviation of a^^ from the 
geometric mean assumption and to some approximation independent of 
pressure and temperature. The establishment of the interaction cons­
tant C^^ requires that experimental compositions for the binary pair
be known at the given conditions of the multicomponent mixture. De­
tails for the calculation of C^^ are given in their work.
The steps involved in the calculation of the component-fugacity 
coefficients in a mixture can be summarized as follows:
1 .- The coefficients A   ̂ and A ,  are determined for thea D
liquid phase for each species at its saturation con­
ditions following the steps outlined above.
2.- Interaction coefficients are evaluated for all 
possible binary combinations upon availability of ex­
perimental data.
3.- Equations (III-10) and (III-l1) are used to predict 
the Redlich-Kwong constants in the vapor phase and by 
substituting y*s with x*s the constants for the liquid
2?E.R. 1928
phase are predicted.
4'- Equation (III-7) must be used twice to calculate the 
molar volumes of the vapor and the liquid mixtures at 
equilibrium.
Equation (III-18) must also be used twice for calcul­
ating the fugacity coefficients of the vapor and 
liquid mixtures.
III-5) Enthalpy Departures With the Modified Equation of 
Redlich - Kwong
Obtaining accurate experimental thermodynamic properties demands 
a lot of manpower and resources. This fact justifies the search 
for better methods of prediction, and in the case of enthalpies, 
predictive techniques have been developed within the framework 
of the theory of the corresponding states or with the use of an 
equation of state as was noted in section II-2. Discussion on 
current techniques of the first type can be found elsewhere (41,
4 2) and the calculations of isothermal enthalpy departures using 
the BWR equation of state has been presented by Johnson and Colver 
(43)» An extension of the subject of this work is the calculation 
of isothermal enthalpy departures using the Redlich Kwong equation 
of state according to the method developed by Joffe and Zudkevitch 
(13).
The enthalpy departure is the difference between the enthalpy 
of a material at the temperature and pressure of interest and 
enthalpy of the same material as an ideal gas at the same temper­
ature. Its relation to an equation of state is given by the 
following equation (44):
RT - PV +
oo
The derivative in equation (111-34) can be calculated froo
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equation (III-7) and in view of equations (III-8) and (ÎII-9) 
the following expression is obtained:
(H - H)^ = RT - Pv +
P 2RT aT'
V - b b(v + b) (i)
2bTZ b
/db\ T^ /da\ 








if i = j
da. j da. dflĉ  ®i
dT dT dT (III-38)
if i / j ;
j_ ^  + L  ÎÎJa^ dT â  dT
1 1 
»a. “ aT‘ * 15̂  ̂ dT (III-39)
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Enthalpy departures calculated with equation (III-33) are express­
ed in Ib.ft/lbmol when the temperature,pressure and molar volume are 
given in R̂, psia and Cu.ft/lbmol respectively.
Equations (III-35) through (III-39) can be applied to the pure subs­
tance as well as to mixtures. In order to obtain the derivatives 
in equations (111-36), (III-3Ô) and (III-39) the variation of 
the SI parameters for pure saturated liquids with temperature 
has been found graphically (15,33)* Figures 1 through 10 of 
Appendix B are an example of the results that can be obtained 
with this approach and were developed for the materials used 
in testing the program subject of this work. The original method 
for developing the Figures 1 to 10 described in section III-4 
was slightly modified in the aspect that no use is made of 
equations (III-30) or (III-31), instead, the results for the 
fugacity coefficients are compared with the experimental vaj.ues 
presented by Canjar and Manning (39) throughout the iterative 
process of the data fitting. A routine was written for this pur­
pose and Tables IV through XV illustrate the results obtained 
for several substances of interest.
III-6) Method of Solution in the Computer Program
It was suggested about fifteen years ago (22) that the equation 
of state of Redlich and Kwong was used for vapor phase properties 
and that the theory of regular solutions of Scatchard - Hildebrand 
(13) was used for the liquid phase. Further development of this 
approach led to the method of Chao and Seader (3,18,30). A similar 
method presented by Chueh and Prausnitz (8,24) uses their modified 
equation of Redlich-Kwong for the vapor phase and a Dilated van 
Laar Model for the Liquid phase.
On the other hand, van der Waals showed that the problem of vapor 
liquid equilibria could be approached by using one equation of state 
for both phases. Zudkevitch and Joffe (33) developed the method 
discussed above on the grounds that the same equation of state can 
be applied to both phases.
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In summary, it can be said that there are two basic methods of 
solution to the vapor-liquid equilibrium problem: the first 
method uses equation (1-16), an equation of state for the vapor 
phase and some other method, like a theory of regular solutions, 
for the liquid phase. The second method uses the fundamental 
equation (1- 19) and a single equation of state for both phases.
The simplicity of the second method is obvious.
In this work the second approach was chosen*
1.-The Redlich-Kwong equation of state is used in both phases 
according to the modifications of Chueh and Prausnitz.
2.-The A parameters were calculated following the method of 
Zudkevitch and Joffe, that is, by fitting saturated liquid 
data.
3.-In principle and according to the developments of Zudkevitch 
and Joffe the same set of ’s was to be used in both phases, 
nevertheless this method did not give very good results.
4.-Better results were obtained by arbitrarily adjusting the A 
parameters in the vapor phase. The vapor phase was chosen 
to keep consistency with the method of Joffe and Zudkevitch 
when calculating enthalpy departures.
5*-Calculations were started using the same set of A parameters 
for saturated liquid in both phases and then modifying their 
values in the vapor phase according to the observed trend in 
the results.
The computer program that has been written is completely interactive 
and flexible enough to allow the user to adjust the A coefficients 
so that a better fit of the experimental data is achieved.
The details of the structure of the program are thoroughly discussed 
in the next section.
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IV - THE COMPUTER PROGRAM
The basis for the development of this work is a combination of the 
methods of Chueh and Prausnitz (5,6) and Zudkevitch and Joffe (33)»
1.- The modification of the Redlich-Kwong equation of state 
by Chueh and Prausnitz is used,
2.- The equation of state is applied to both the vapor and 
the liquid phases as proposed by Zudkevitch and Joffe.
A computer program has been written on this basis. Isotherms for 
binary systems and equilibrium conditions for multicomponentesystems 
can be modeled. Only the composition of the liquid phase has to be 
known or guessed beforehand.
The calculational sequence of the computer program is shown in the 
block diagram. Fig. IV-1, and cam be outlined as follows:
V.- Set the number of components and read in the data:
component names, critical properties, acentric factors, 
parameters and the interaction parameter k̂ ĵ.
2.- Calculate the interaction parameters needed for computing 
the binary Constantsa^
3.- Read in the pressure and the temperature and the estimated 
liquid composition.
4.- Calculate the fugacity coefficients of the components in 
the liquid phase.
5#- Assume ideal gas for the first iteration and estimate the 
vapor composition.
6.- Calculate the fugacity coefficients for the components 
in the vapor phase.
Compute again the vapor composition. Assume real gas.
Ô.- Check for convergence on the values of the constants of 
equilibrium.
When convergence has mot been reached yet, the values of the last two 
entered molar fractions in the liquid phase are adjusted together with 
all of the molar fractions in the vapor p#ase. Steps 4 through 6 are 




The c o m p u te r  p ro g ra m  h a s  b e e n  d e s ig n e d  f o r  e x e c u t io n  fro m  a t e l e t y p e  
and  c o n s i s t s  o f  f o u r  s e c t i o n s :
1 .-T h e  m a in  p ro g ra m  named MULCOM (M U L t i C O M p o n e n t), w i t h  c o n v e r ­
s a t i o n a l  f e a t u r e s  a l lo w s  th e  u s e r  to  p e r fo r m  th e  c a l c u la t i o n s  
a s  r e q u i r e d  u n t i l  th e  b e s t  p a r a m e te rs  a r e  fo u n d .
2 . -T h e  s u b r o u t in e  P E IM IX  c a l c u la t e s  th e  c o m p o n e n t f u g a c i t y  
c o e f f i c i e n t s  i n  th e  m ix t u r e .
3 . -T h e  subroutine CÜBEQN provides a method of solution to the cubic 
equation resulting from solving equation (III-7) for v.
4 . -T h e  s u b r o u t in e  NTALPY c a l c u la t e s  th e  e n th a lp y  d e p a r t u r e  o f  th e  
m ix t u r e .
F o l lo w in g  i s  a  d e t a i l e d  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  e a c h  s e c t i o n  o f  th e  p ro g ra m , an  
e x p la n a t io n  o f  t h e  F o r t r a n  v a r i a b l e s  i s  p r o v id e d  i n  A p p e n d ix  D.
I V - 1) The M a in  P ro g ra m
S t a r t i n g  th e  e x e c u t io n  th e  u s e r  h a s  th e  o p t i o n  t o  s e le c t  o u t p u t  d e v ic e  
a c c o r d in g  to  h i s  n e e d s .  I f  f o r  e x a m p le  th e  b e s t  p a r a m e te rs  f o r  a g iv e n  
s y s te m  a r e  n o t  a v i l a b l e ,  th e  u s e r  may p r e f e r  t e l e t y p e  o u t p u t  so t h a t  
he  c a n  k e e p  t r a c ^  o f  th e  r e s u l t s  o b ta in e d  w i t h  t h e  s e t  o f  p a r a m é t ra  fe d  
t o  th e  c o m p u te r  w i t h o u t  d e la y .  T h e r e fo r e  th e  f i r s t  i n t e r a c t i v e  f e a t u r e  
o f  th e  p ro g ra m  i s  a s  f o l l o w s :
SELECT OUTPUT DEVICE
TYPE A 4  FOR TTY OR A 6 FOR LPT
I f  a  n um be r d i f f e r e n t  f ro m  4 o r  6 i s  t y p e d ,  th e  u s e r  w i l l  be a b le  to  
make up  f o r  th e  e r r o r  b e c a u s e  th e  s ta te m e n ts  w i l l  be  r e p e a te d .
I n  th e  f o l l o w in g  s te p  th e  c o m p u te r  w i l l  a c c e p t  t h e  i n f o r m a t i o n  r e g a r d ­
i n g  th e  n u m b e r o f  c o m p o n e n ts  (u p  to  10) ,  co m p o n e n t nam es (u p  t o  10 
c h a r a c t e r s ) ,  m o le c u la r  w e ig h t s ,  t h e i r  c r i t i c a l  p r o p e r t i e s  and  a c e n t r i c  
f a c t o r s .  T h e se  a r e  th e  m e ssa ge s  t h a t  w i l l  a p p e a r  i n  th e  t e l e t y p e :
HOW MANY COMPONENTS DO YOU HAVE?







ENTER COMPONENT 2 e t c .
The  ^2 p a r a m e te rs  and th e  i n t e r a c t i o n  c o n s ta n t  w i l l  now be re a d  i n :
ENTER OMEGAV 1 
OMEGAL 1 
ENTER OMEGBV 1 
OMEGBL 1
ENTER OMEGAV 2 e t c .
ARRANGE THE BINARY PAIRS 1-2,1-3,1-4,2-3,2-4,3-4 
ENTER K 1 2
ENTER K 1 3 e t c .
After computing the interaction parameters (Eqtns.III-14 through
III-l?) required to calculate the binary constants â  ̂(Eqtn.III-13), 
the temperature and the pressure of the system will be stored:
WHAT IS  THE SYSTEM TEMPERATURE?
WHAT IS  THE SYSTEM PRESSURE?
The c o m p u te r  now a s k s  f o r  th e  e s t im a te d  c o m p o s i t io n  o f  th e  l i q u i d :
ENTER YOUR GUESS OF THE MOLAR FRACTIONS IN  THE L IQ U ID  PHASE 
ENTER X 1
ENTER X 2 e t c .
I f  t h e  m o la r  f r a c  t i o n  o f  c o m p o n e n t 1 i s  i n a d v e r t e n t l y  o r  i n t e n t i o n ­
a l l y  s e t  e q u a ls  to  z e r o ,  th e  r e a d in g  o f  th e  d a ta  c a n  be  s t a r t e d  a g a in  
w i t h  t h e  k .  s .X J
A n u m b e r o f  m o la r  f r a c t i o n s  e q u a ls  to  th e  n um be r o f  c o m p o n e n ts  m in u s  
o ne  w i l l  be  r e q u e s te d *  i f  t h e r e  a r e  t h r e e  c o m p o n e n ts  and  w i l l
be  e n te r e d ,  x ^  w i l l  be  c a l c u la t e d  a c c o r d in g  to  th e  e q u a t io n  ( I V - 2 ) .
S h o u ld  x ^  becom e n e g a t i v e ,  an  e r r o r  m essage  w i l l  be r e c e iv e d  a n d  
new d a ta  w i l l  be  re a d  i n .
A t  t h i s  p o i n t  th e  i t e r a t i v e  p r o c e s s  s t a r t s *
1 . -  T he  f u g a c i t y  c o e f f i c i e n t s  f o r  th e  c o m p o n e n ts  a re  c a lc u la t e d  i n  
t h e  l i q u i d  p h a s e  f i r s t .  W hen c a l c u la t i o n s  a r e  f o r  th e  l i q u i d  
t h e  dummy v a r ia b l e s  i n  th e  s u b r o u t in e  P H IM IX  c a r r y  th e  s u p e r ­
s c r i p t  L.
2 . -  O n ly  f o r  th e  f i r s t  i t e r a t i o n :  th e  c o m p o s i t io n  o f  th e  v a p o r  p h a se  
i s  made b y  a s s u m in g  i d e a l  g a s  b e h a v io r ,  i . e .  b y  s e t t i n g  th e  v a p o r  
p h a s e  f u g a c i t y  c o e f f i c i e n t s  e q u a l t o  o ne  and  u s in g  e q u a t io n  ( 1- 19) .
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3«- The fugacity coefficients of the components in the vapor phase 
are now calculated.The dummy variables in the subroutine PHIMIX 
carry the superscript V and the molar fractions are named Y*s.
4#- Before new molar fractions are calculated as described below in 5 
and 6, the current values are stored with a new name: OLD.
5.- Now that the values of the fugacity coefficients of the components 
in bdth phases are available, Eqtn.I-19 is used rigurously to cal­
culate again the composition of the vapor phase.
6.- The type of problem that this program is intended to solve is the 
calculation of vapor and liquid compositions in systems with two 
phases, i.e. vapor and liquid. Therefore,according to the phase 
rule, for a binary system there will be two degrees of freedom, 
three for a ternary system, and so on. In this work it has been 
chosen to fix the pressure and the temperature, therefore if we 
have a binary system nothing else must be fixed and all the molar 
fractions can be adjusted throughout the iterative process. If the 
system is ternary one more variable must be specified; if the sys­
tem have five components, three more variables must be specified, 
etc. It has been chosen that the additional variables that have
to be specified be molar fractions in the liquid phase, i.e. x’s. 
According to the phase rule, for any number of components in the 
system there will be two x’s that are not fixed necessarily,which 
means that they can be adjusted in the iterative process. For con 
venience, the last two entered values of the molar fractions, i.e. 
x^_^ and x^, have been chosen to be adjusted until convergence is 
reached. The core of the iterative process of the program is the 
alternate method of calculating these changing molar fractions.
The method is explained with the following example on a four 
component system.
Upon solution of Eqtn.(1-19) for a heterogeneous ( vapor-liquid )
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^2 = ^ - 2
0V *4
(IV-1)




If component k of equation (IV-2) is always taken as component n, 
the system of equations (IV-1) can be written:
0 ^
D  = ^  D
02 















Solving Eqtn. (IV-4) for x^ gives equation (IV-5)
1.0  — 0 Ï0 0 10l
04
0 l
0 | '  ■’ 
01
0%
0 l ‘ ^ 3
which can he generalized for any number of components as follows:
(IV-5)




± n  _ 0 1
€ '  <^1
"n-1 (IV-6)
x^ can now be calculated Using equation (IV-2).
7.- The iterative process is designed to produce convergence on 
the constant of equilibrium of the component n-1. According 
to this, convergence is reached when there is a maximum 
difference of 1.0% between the last calculated value of K n—
and the value Of the constant of equilibrium calculated in 
the preceding iteration, i.e. Rgiafa-i)*
8.- If convergence is not reached, the molar fractions that can 
be modified are adjusted by taking the medium value between
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th o s e  o b ta in e d  i n  th e  l a s t  and  th e  p r e c e d in g  i t e r a t i o n s .  O n ly  
 ̂ and  x ^  t o g e t h e r  w i t h  a l l  th e  y * s  a re  a d ju s t e d .
9 « -  The  i t e r a t i v e  p r o c e s s  c o n t in u e s  u n t i l  c o n v e rg e n c e  i s  re a c h e d ,  
th e n  th e  r e s u l t s  a r e  p r i n t e d  o u t  On th e  s e le c te d  o u t p u t  d e v ic e ,  
I f  c o n v e rg e n c e  i s  n o t  re a c h e d  w i t h i n  100 i t e r a t i o n s  an  e r r o r  
m essage  i s  p r i n t e d  o u t  t o g e t h e r  w i t h  th e  r e s u l t s :
On t e l e t y p e :
NO CONVERGENCE FOR PARAMETERS SHOWN BELOW
The SI p a r a m e te r s  a nd  th e  c o n s ta n t  k .  . a re  th e n  ty p e d  o u t  to
^  J
make e a s ie r  f o r  th e  u s e r  to  d e c id e  w h ic h  n u m b e rs  to  a d ju s t .
On LPT*
100 ITERATIO NS MEANS NO CONVERGENCE
1 0 .- I f  t h e r e  h a s  b e e n  c o n v e rg e n c e  th e  u s e r  c a n  now d e c id e  to  
c a l c u la t e  e n th a lp y  d e p a r t u r e s  b y  e n t e r in g  a  1 a f t e r  th e  
f o l l o w in g  s ta te m e n t  a p p e a rs *
ENTER A 1 I F  YOU WANT TO COMPUTE ENTHALPIES
If a 1 is entered the user will have now the opportunity to 
furnish the computer with the values of the derivatives of 
the SI parameters with respect to temperature required in 
equation (111-36) and (III-39)* The interaction is as follows*
ENTER DOAVDT 1 
ENTER DOALDT 1 
ENTER DOBVDT 1 
ENTER DOBLDT 1 
ENTER DOAVDT 2 
ENTER DOALDT 2  e t c .
The  p ro g ra m  w i l l  now c a l l  f o r  t h e  s u b r o u t in e  NTALPY and  th e  
e n t h a lp y  d e p a r t u r e s  a r e  c a l c u la t e d .  D e t a i l s  o n  th e  m e th o d  o f
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c a l c u l a t i o n  a re  d is c u s s e d  i n  s e c t io n s  I I I - 5  and  I V - 4 . The c a l ­
c u la t e d  e n th a lp y  d e p a r t u r e  a p p e a r  i n  th e  o u t p u t  u n d e r  th e  names 
ENTAL f o r  th e  e n th a lp y  d e p a r t u r e s  i n  th e  l i q u i d  p h a s e , and  ENTV 
f o r  th e  e n th a lp y  d e p a r t u r e s  i n  th e  v a p o r  p h a s e , i n  b o th  c a s e s  
tw o  d i f f e r e n t  f i g u r e s  a p p e a r ,  o n e  w i t h  th e  u n i t s  o f  B T D / lb  th e  
o t h e r  i s  e x p re s s e d  i n  I b . f t / l b m o l  to  e m p h a s iz e  th e  f a c t  t h a t  
e q u a t io n  ( I I I - 3 5 )  d o e s  n o t  y i e l d  e n th a lp y  d e p a r t u r e s  i n  th e  
m o s t c o n v e n ie n t  s e t  o f  u n i t s .
I f  th e  u s e r  d e c id e s  n o t  to  c a l c u la t e  e n t h a lp y  d e p a r t u r e s ,  
n o t h in g  w i l l  be e n te r e d  and  th e  c o m p u te r  w i l l  s k ip  th e  c a l l  f o r  
th e  s u b r o u t in e  NTALPY.
W h e th e r  t h e r e  i s  c o n v e rg e n c e  o r  n o t ,  t h e  u s e r  w i l l  h a v e  th e  
o p t io n s  o f  c h a n g in g  th e  p a r a m e te r s  and  c o n t in u e  th e  c a l c u a l t i o n s  
f o r  th e  same s y s te m , o r  to  g iv e  th e  c o m p u te r  a w h o le  new s y s te m . 
The  f o l l o w i n g  a r e  s ta te m e n ts  t h a t  w i l l  be g iv e n  a t  t h i s  p o i n t :
TYPE A 1 I F  YOU WANT TO CHANGE OMEGAS
I f  a T i s  ty p e d  th e  A  * s  w i l l  be  re a d  i n  a g a in .  I f  n o t h in g  i s  
t y p e d ,  t h e  u s e r  w i l l  be  a b le  t o  p ro c e e d  a s  f o l l o w s :
F o r  a  tw o  c o m p o n e n t s y s te m  th e  p r e s s u r e  c a n  be  m o d i f ie d  so 
t h a t  a n  is o t h e r m  c a n  be m o d e le d .
F o r  a  t h r e e  o r  m u lt ic o m p o n e n t  s y s te m  new m o la r  f r a c t i o n s  
w i l l  be  in t r o d u c e d .
I f  a  n e g a t iv e  n u m b e r i s  in t r o d u c e d  th e  c a l c u l a t i o n s  f o r  th e  
s y s te m  u n d e r  s tu d y  a re  t e r m in a te d  and  th e  l a s t  s e t  o f  p a r a m e te rs  
u s e d  w i l l  be  p r i n t e d .  T he  f o l l o w i n g  w i l l  th e n  a p p e a r Î
I F  YOU WANT TO START A NEW SYSTEM ENTER A 1:
T h e  e x e c u t io n  c a n  be t e r m in a te d  h e re  b y  h i t t i n g  th e  ’ r e t u r n *  k e y .  
T h is  c a n  a ls o  be  don e  w hen a s k e d  f o r  th e  te m p e r a tu r e  o r  p r e s s u r e .
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IV-2) The Subroutine PHIMIX
This subroutine yields the fugacity coefficients of the mixture com­
ponents in élther phase thanks to the fact that a set of key variables 
has been treated like dummy variables. Following is the calculational 
sequence in the subroutine PHIMIXI
1.- The Redlich-Kwong constants a^^ (Eqtn.(III-12)) and b^ (Eqtn. 
(III-9)) are calculated. The double subscript of the constant 
a^^ is mandatory to facilitate the set up of the program. Other 
double subscript variables are involved.
2.- Calculate the interaction constant a^^ (Eqtn.(Ill-13))•
3#- The summation element in the third term of equation (III-18) 
is calculated in conduction with the Redlich-Kwong constants 
for the mixture.
if.- By using Eqtn.(III-7) for calculating the molar volume of the 
mixture v the following expression is obtained;
- r  + i - \ V x
- . 0 (lv-7)ptjjt
which for the purpose of facilitating the understanding of the
method of solution explained below can be written in the follow­
ing way:
+ « ?ml% + 4 = 0
where:




3#- The necessary steps to obtain the roots of equation (IV-8) 
are taken in the subroutine CUBEQN*
6.- When the molar volume of the mixture is known, Eqtn*(III-18) 
can be solved* Each term in this equation is calculated 
separately first* See Appendix D for explanation on the 
Fortran variables*
IV-3) The Subroutine CUBEQN
The subroutine CUBEQN follows the steps outlined in the Perry’s 
hand-'book (40) for the solution of the cubic equation (IV-8). The 
procedure is described below.
The following transformations are made:
T = y* + (IV-12)
y*^ + py’ + q = 0 (IV-13)
where:
p « 5 ( 3c - b»^ ) (IV-14)
q = ( 2?d - 9bc + 2b^ ) (IV-15)
K»=[|]^ + j||^ (IV-16)
If R* is greater than zero there will be one real root and two 
conjugate complex roots:
, a 1 ) 1/3A = - I + R'* 1 (IV-17)
B = ■ I ■ ® I (IV-18)
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a A + B - ^  (IV-19)
= - f ( A+B ) + ( A-B ) - (IV-20)
V x j  = - i ( A+B ) - l%r ( A-B ) - J- (IV-21)
The real root Is chosen.
If R’ is equal to zero there will be three real roots, at least 
two are equal:
= T 2 I - 4r| - 5- (IV-22)
’.1 x3 = ^.1x2
For the minus sign is used when q is greater than zero, the
plus sign when q is less than zero, is taken as the molar volume
volume of the mixture.




mix, = 2 I § I cos ( - r
= 2 ( 1  Coe ( < P + 2.0943951) - y  (IV-26)
^mix^ = 2|| I Cos ( + 4.1887902 ) - (IV-27)
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w h e re :
Î^CUb = 5
-1 ? (IV-28)
When the calculations are being made for the vapor phase (LIQUID = 0) 
the largest root is taken as the molar volume of the mixture. If the 
calculations are for the liquid phase (LIQUID = 1) the smallest root 
is chosen.
Table IV-1 is an illustration of the conversational features of the 
program.
IV-4) The Subroutine NTALPY
This subroutine calculates the enthalpy departures as follows:
1 .-Equations (III-12) and ( I I I - 9 )  are used to calculate the 
Redlich-Kwong constants a and b for the component respec­
tively.
2 .-Equation ( I I I - 3 8 )  is now used to calculate the derivative of 
the constant a with respect to T.
3 . - T h e  i n t e r a c t i v e  c o n s t a n t  a ^ ^  i s  c a lc u la t e d  u s in g  e q u a t io n  
( I I I - 13) and  th e n  i t s  d e r i v a t i v e  i s  c a lc u la t e d  u s in g  
e q u a t io n  ( I I I t 3 9 ) .
4.-The Redlich Kwong constants for the mixture are now computed 
using equation (III-11) and (III-10) together with its 
derivatives according to equations (III-36) and (III-37)
5 * -  F i n a l l y ,  e q u a t io n  ( I I I - 3 3 )  i s  u s e d  t o  c a l c u la t e  th e  en­
t h a lp y  d e p a r t u r e s .  A s u i t a b l e  c o n v e r s io n  f a c t o r  i s  th e n  
u s e d  t o  o b t a i n  th e  c o m p u te d  f i g u r e  i n  a m o re  c o n v e n ie n t  s e t  
o f  u n i t s ,  i .  e .  B T U / lb .
IV-3) The Routine OMEGAS
The routine OMEGAS could have been incorporated to the main program 
as a subroutine, nonetheless, given the amount of data that was to 
be processed in this work, this was not done for the sake of time.
As presented here, OMEGAS is an interactive program capable of
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reading in the data from the teletype and from a data file stored 
in the computer memory. An interactive process is then started to 
find the SI parameters that will produce a fugacity coefficient 
that approximates to an either experimental or estimated value 
that has been read in. The approximation has been set to within 
0 .01 %.
The calculational procedure has been described in section ÏII-4* 
Though the read in values of the fugacity coefficient could have 
been estimated with the use of equations (III-30) or (III-31) the 
value presented by Canjar and Manning (39) have been used in this 
work. Following a step by step description of how OMEGAS works.
1.-The name of the component^ its molecular weight and 
critical properties are read in upon appearance of the 
following statements*
SELECT OUTPUT DEVICE 
ENTER COMPONENT 




2.-The user now decides whether a set o f  SI coefficients 
for saturated vapor or for saturated liquid is to be 
computed by entering a 1 or a 2, respectively, when 
the following message appears:
CALCULATIONS FOR VAPOR(I) OR LIQUID(2) ?
The titles imith#:output will indicate the component 
name and the user’s choice of phase. Due to the fact 
that the parameters for the vapor phase calculated by 
data fitting were ruled out by Zudkevitch and Joffe no 
consideration was given to them in this work.
3*- The temperatures and pressures and the corresponding 
vapor and liquid molar volumes together with an exper-
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rimental or estimated value of the fugacity coefficient
for each condition are read in from a data file.
4 . -  The  f i r s t  g u e s s  f o r  h a s  b e e n  s e t  e q u a ls  t o  0 .0 8 6 7
and  th e  R e d l ic h  -  Kw ong c o n s t a n t  b i s  c a lc u la t e d  u s in g  
e q u a t io n  ( I I I - 9 ) *  E q u a t io n  ( I I I - 7 )  i s  s o lv e d  f o r  a  and
e q u a t io n  ( I I I - 8 )  i s  s o lv e d  f o r  A
3.- A fugacity coefficient is now calculated using equation
(III-29) and compared with the read in vlaue. If the error 
is still greater than the maximum allowed, the current 
value of is adjusted.
Tables IV t o  XV are examples of the computer output.
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TABLE IV - 1
THE CONVERSATIONAL FEATURES OF THE PROGRAM
■ MULCOM Execution!
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TABLE IV - 1 (CONT)
ENTER DOAVDF t -0.000142857
□
, r
ENTER DQALDT i '-0*000142857
ENTER DOBVnr 1 -0.000032803 -s
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ENTER BCBLUr 2I- A- ' 0,0
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Though mixtures with a maximum of three components have been 
studied with the program, the use of subscripted variables 
makes it possible to handle multicomponent mixtures of up to 
ten materials. The systems analyzed do not constitute them­
selves a particular matter within the scope of this work, 
any other systems with nonpolar or slightly polar materials 
could have been chosen for the purpose of illustrating the 
performance of the Redlich - Kwong equation of state and the 
approach to the phase equilibrium and enthalpy calculations 
that was used in writing the computer program and, in addition, 
to test the functionality of the program itself, as it is the 
goal of this work.
An evaluation of the parameters presented by Prausnitz and 
Chueh (2if,25) was performed in the first instance by computing 
pure material fugacity coefficients. The results for Methane, 
Nitrogen and Carbon Dioxide are illustrated in Tables I, II, 
and III and compared to the data presented by Canjar and 
Manning (39) in Figures IT, 12 and 13» Of these two sets o f - Q  
parameters the values presented for saturated vapor offer 
better results than those given for saturated liquid. Therefore 
values of for saturated vapor were used in both phases, 
together with those presented for the interactive constant k. ̂ ,i xias a starting guess for vapor-liquid equilibrium calculations 
on the binary systems Methane - Nitrogen, Ethane - Methane, 
Carbon Dioxide - Methane, Ethane - Carbon Dioxide, and Propane - 
Carbon Dioxide and the ternary system Ethane - Carbon Dioxide - 
Methane. The flexibility of the computer program made possible 
to adjust the Q parameters to improve the data fitting at the 
pure component vapor pressure. The interactive constant k^^ 
was also adjusted. The results are presented in Tables 
XVI, XVIII, XX, XXII, XXIV, and XXVI respectively
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(calculations at the component vapor pressures are shown to 
dramatize the fitness of the set of parameters used), and 
in Figures 14, 16, 18, 20, 22 and 24 respectively. The results 
for the system Propane - Carbon Dioxide were picked at random 
to be considered in more detail and deviations were calculated 
^see Table V - T).
The results obtained with this set of parameters are in general 
good for all of the systems with a trend to give a better fit 
in the vapor phase as should be expected, though this can not 
be so categorically stated for the ternary system where an in­
creasing deviation was observed in both phases as the molar 
fraction of CO^ decreased.
A  parameters were calculated by fitting saturated liquid data 
according to the method of Zudkevitch and Joffe (35) for the 
same systems discussed above. The results are illustrated in 
Tables XVII, XIX, XXI, XXIII, XXV, and XXVII respectively and 
in Figures 15, 17, 19, 21, 23 and 25 respectively. The same set 
of parameters was used in both phases but this time only the A  
parameters for the vapor phase were adjusted. The results were 
reasonably good with a trend to a better fit in the liquid phase 
as should be expected. Only slight change was observed in the 
performance for the ternary system but the dew and bubble point 
curves (and especially the dew point curve) still do not extra­
polate to the composition of the binary Ethane - Methane system 
in spite that calculations with the same set of parameters 
and at exactly the same conditions of temperature and pressure 
as the ternary system (450°R;and 374.23 psia) give very small 
deviations for the molar fractions (1.52% in the vapor and 
-0.46% in the liquid) in the binary mixture (See Table XIX and 
Figure 17).
With regard to the SI parameters of the constants in the Redlich- 
Kwong equation of state it can be said that even in the case of 
having the set of parameters for the saturated liquid to be used 
in both phases, additional adjustment of such parameters is re-
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quired to improve the performance of the equation of state. The 
amount of testing performed in this work is not enough to pre­
dict trends in the behavior of the ÇI parameters, nevertheless 
it is considered that the computer program that has been written 
is a suitable tool to further investigate this aspect since it is 
easy to maneuver the data involved in the calculations. In add­
ition, the interactive constant k^^ has also been observed to 
require adjustments, this fact has already been pointed out by 
De Mateo and Kurata (9)«
The isothermal enthalpy departure comparisons presented in the 
original paper (15) have been reproduced here for pure Methane 
and the system Propane - Methane (Tables V-2, V-3, XXVIII and 
XXIX) in the measure that the required data to generate the A 
parameters (39) has made it possible. The purpose is to illustr­
ate the functionality of the program in this aspect. It has been 
assumed that though the Q. parameters for the vapor phase must be 
adjusted to get better results in the phase equilibrium calcul­
ations, their dependence on the temperature remains the same, 
therefore the same values of the derivatives are used in both 
phases.
Special attention has been given to the A parameters since they 
may be decisive in obtaining a poor or a good fit of the exper­
imental data. They have been found to be a function of temper­
ature and efforts have been made to correlate them (34) or to 
find their optimum values through experimental data fitting at 
saturation conditions (15,24,25). Somait (46) investigated six 
different arbitrary ways to combine the two sets of ’s re­
ported by Prausnitz and Chueh and only one (by averaging) gave 
reasonable results for the system Carbon Dioxide - Methane at 
486^R. The approach used in this work has shown that the ar­
bitrary adjustment of the interactive constant k_ ̂ , to improve 
the data fitting along the saturation curves, and the arbitrary 
adjustment of the A parameters to obtain a good fit at the 
vapor pressure of the pure components should yield good results.
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It has also been shown thath either the Prausnitz - Chueh 
parameters for saturated vapor or the S I parameters for satur­
ated liquid calculated according to the method of Joffe and 
Zudkevitch are good numbers to start with. Nevertheless, if 
enthalpy departures are to be calculated the second group of 
parameters should be used, and for the sake of consistency 
with the original method (15) adjust only the parameters of
the vapor phase. The computer program has been designed to
allow the user to make all these changes on the go, with a 
suitable graphic on hand comparison of the computer results 
with the experimental data and the necessary adjustments can 
be made right on the spot. When the best results are expected 
the user may find more convenient to move the output to the
LPT and decide to compute enthalpies.
The efficiency of the convergence pattern used in the pro­
gram was found excellent judging by the number of iterations 
required in the vast majority of the cases in one hand, and 
on the other hand, considering that the summations of the 
molar fractions in the vapor phase, truly iterative variables, 
deviates consistently by less than 0.01% from being equals to 
one.
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TABLE V-1
COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL CONSTANTS OF 
EQUILIBRIUM FOR THE SYSTEM PROPANE-CARBON DIOXIDE AT 5302r
Press. Exp. Calc. %Dev. Exp. Calc. %Dev.
800 1.041 1.037 -0.38 0.6110 0.6687 9.43
750 1.089 1.086 —0.28 0.5730 0.5997 4*66
700 1.155 1.155 0.00 0.5340 0.5441 1.89
650 1.245 1.246 0.08 0.4980 0.5016 0.72
600 1.363 1.364 0.07 0.4700 0.4721 “ 0.45
550 1.509 1.510 0.07 0.4533 0.4547 0.31
500 1.692 1.690 —0. 12 0.4469 0.4482 0.29
450 1.918 1.911 -0.37 0.4544 0.4520 -0.53
400 2.204 2.186 —0. 82 0.4720 0.4663 -1.21
350 2.573 2.536 -1.44 0.4969 0.4925 -0.89
300 3.070 2.996 —2.41 0.5347 0.5342 -0.09
250 3.780 3.632 -3.92 0.5945 0.5983 0.64
200 4.840 4.569 -5.60 0.6925 0.6995 1.01
150 6.600 6.094 -7.67 0.8593 0.8713 1.40
%  Dev. = lOO
exp.
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TABLE 7 - 2
CALCULATED ISOTHERMAL ENTHALPY DEPARTURES COMPARED WITH 
EXPERIMENTAL VALUES FOR PURE METHANE (45).
TEMP PRESS. ( H°-•H) BTU/lb. %  Dev.
Psia CALC. EXP.(45)
Sat. Liq.
216.0 28.0 217.66 217 0.30
252.0 93.2 199.88 203 -1.54
288.0 231.3 186.59 186 0.52
324-0 477.8 166.29 161 3.29
343.19 673.1 116.06 104 11.60
S at. Vap.
288.0 251.3 23.39 26.1 -10.38
324.0 477.8 47.88 52.7 - 9.15
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TABLE V - 3
CALCULATED ISOTHERMAL ENTHALPY DEPARTURES COMPARED WITH 
EXPERIMENTAL VALUES FOR THE SYSTEM PROPANE - METHANE 
(76.6 %  Propane in the Saturated Liquid)
CALC. TEMP PRESS. ( H°-H )BTU/lb %  Dev
MOL.FEAC. °E Psia. CALC. EXP.(4 7)
0.76607 435.69 400 176.16 175.6 0.32
0.76529 471.69 500 167.67 166.7 0.58
0.76752 506.69 600 158.08 158.0 0.05
0.75720 561.69 800 137.61 140.4 -1.99
E.R . 1928
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FIGURE No. 3
Psremeters aa a function of 
Teapersture. De to for Saturated 



















Paraa«t«r for Liquid ETHANE at Saturatloa aa a Function of Temperature
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P a ra m e te r  f o r  S a tu r a te d  L iq u id  PROPANE as a
F u n c t io n  o f  T e m p e ra tu re




















Parameter for Saturated Liquid PROPANE as a0
Function of Temperature





P a ra m e te r  f o r  S a tu r a te d  L iq u id  NITROGEN as a
F u n c t io n  o f  T e m p e ra tu re
















P a r a m e te r  f o r  S a t u r a t e d  L i q u i d  NITROGEN a s  aD
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Q  Parameter for Saturated Liquid CARBON DIOXIDE
as a F u n c tio n  o f  T em p e ra tu re
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Comparison of the Fugacity Coefficients calculated using 
the ii Parameters of Prausnitz and Chueh (24,25) with the 
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,0,ETHANE - METHANE System at 450 R. The Prausnitz - Chueh 
















ETHANE - METHANE System at 450^R. The Û  Parameters were 
developed for Saturated Liquid following the method of 
Zudkevitch - Joffe (35) and adjusted















.2 .4  
Mole Fraction Methane
CARBON DIOXIDE - METHANE System at 450°R. The Prausnitz - 
Chueh Parameters for Saturated Vapor (24,25) were adjusted













CARBON DIOXIDE - METHANE System at 450°R. The S2 Parameters 
were developed for Saturated Liquid following the method of 
Zudkevitch - Joffe (35) and adjusted
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PROPANE - CARBON DIOXIDE System at 530 R. The Prausnitz - Chueh 















PROPANE - CARBON DIOXIDE System at 530°R. The S I  Parameters 
were developed for Saturated Liquid following the method of 
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COMPUTER LISTING




PROGRAM «UU0M»P4PROCRAW <TG PREDICT tfAPOR̂ LlQUIff EGUFLFRR̂ fUM' ̂
AT t GlVtM PRESSURE. ÀNO TEMPERATURE USlNt A. MODIFIED 
‘REOLICHiKWONft EOU/triON OF STÂ TE ; . :
3.1(
_ , . . C0MMCN/Â /CDMFCîD>fyeU11îHACEMTPC$DIrC»EDAV«itDli> .f',r  ̂îKDMECBV̂ tl?̂ rDMEaÀL(t3r̂ VOMECSLet«IVKUUir»i0ï»2CUflD»î0J».'
T  <'VCrJfîg.tg?-kTt:lgÿ.PMTVt±@TfPH:LClg>>̂ ¥gLg(Jjr>iLXtlal.
3 XQuatl0>«K(tDï ' < , . . , 4 :
COMMON/BB/MCOMP. PC T t ? g >. TCK101 > P.T , R . TCT J {10 > tgT rPC IJ:llÆ.:fgi., 2HIX»BRKM̂ rie.
COMMOMygg/PHICUB t LfatJ rp
DIMEMSI0M RAPHltl0Ji»KOLDtl0ï*OOAVOTttDï,OQA£.OT{iSÎ »DCBVCTtï2î, 
L  OOStOT(10Ï.MW(10>
d o u b l e  p r e c i s i o n , c o m p
.REAL KI^KDLD.LG:T «.MOtfRA*.M¥rMWtID*HWVAP" 
SELEgT. OUTPUT nrvreg  '.... -... -
X/r : . vWPrTEc4̂ l)
1. FORMATr0%/SELECT QüTPÜT DEVtCEV/lX.ityPg A  .A.
1 ̂ FOR TTT or a. ^ FOR LPT REA0«4»2> ROUr .  . "
formatctt
O'- FiROUT .NE..4.ANO^NOUT. NE &6 ) GO TO 3 FIX THE number of COmPONEMTS AND READ H  THÇ QAT&
L
-, - .FDRMATUe^;*"WaW. mart COMPONENTS Off YOU RAVET' f*S%
. < REAQ(4,?ar mcomp̂   ̂  ̂^- FORMAT cn '
  \  , ■gg-Sg.T & t^MOOMF -  . .:, -.-
u
WTEuîtît I - ' r  .Î4 / FQffwATf./7y;̂ Mtf>.t.2rigx.s,r
"i
;RE*0C4,24> palUI ,





^  «T 9 -  1PRmr our the heacinos of tbc fimal dotput
^  aw1*4$- "2&%
E.R. 1926 158
^  IF(N0UT,rC(Z.6) WRlTEfNGUT̂ SD)
Li " 90 ' " - F »THE SYSTEM ?S: V20Xr»MOU»WT P Ç t m A Îi -SXî fVcCCU.Ft/LS.MOLI- TCtOESrRl
r r
K
00 70 I » t»NCOMP 
rFlN0Ur.E^6> WRITE{NOUTr60> Tr
c'OMpf T > .Mw î ) .pen I ) ; vci t n . rcrc l i .  AC£NTR.f n
^ ii R0R#ATftX>î f.2X̂ AîJh,4X».Fy.Tr3X4FT*aftSX*f7»t».9X»-Ĵ 7t2*.3r«ré»3)r
.■ittem;eOr6Jr..HPLTe<.!vourrSg-r60 » FORMAT* ̂ 0 % ^ T E M P * , 9 X : ' P R E S S S U M Y % 6 X . : C 0 M P I , 6 X , ' X f ," r fl9Xf*K* ,13X# 'PHIL' ̂iZXfi'PMIV' iTgRV .' 2- tx,>QgR.R PsrAf/) ■■_ :______   -
^PEAtt iH THE'Parameters, for the mooified r-R eoth^
81 . 00 87 I « IfMCQMP
WRITEC4»82> I
JS2 FORM A T M  0 %  'ENTER gMEOAV ̂  12# 3X,S)_______________________
’&T
 ̂^  REA0(4*>841 OHEOAVCtî  ,  -  " WRtT£t4-*80l t ■ PORMATC ' %6X.TQMggiL̂ T>r2̂ 3X̂ S)
AA.
REA0 e 4,86 ) OMEOAliC n_WR:TE(4,84) Iformat* '0U'ENTER QMESBVN t2#3X>S)
JSL
" ;PEAoa»86 > omegbv i nr , " - ;FORMAT* HfiX, »QMEGBLf, IZ_^3X^S>
REAÔC4.86) OMESBUri86 FORmATCFÏ „
87 CONTINUE
- FOR#ATCVARRANO& fwg: BINARr FAtRŜ  ?̂ r0̂ 4,>3»4TF7=
NOOMPÎ » MCOMP-1 
H C O M P »  »  M C f l M P w ?
, WRITE*4̂ 130) 1,1 
Î3#: ' FORMATg^O^kvfEMTER K^.zTZ*^:RFAÆf.4r.l.4gy. .K.wt W.L
2 L
8 «► tir..73i5
'  ^  t r  -F -V> ^t^  






0 I enter the system pressure and TEMPERATURE (PSIA#,,OEGR.R)
222 FaRMAT('0%'WHAT IS' THE SYSTEM tEMPERATURET >rS)
. R£AOa,230> T ' . -V" ,
■\g3gy:V-v/:P0RMATf.F )
' F0RHAtA^2*»gWHÂT IS THE SYSTEM PRgSSUREf.  ̂ ,
REAOt4r250)  p 
252 FORMAT(F) - '
262 rF*F^gQ.g.g> fig TO t7gg&OM-F y 2#2
»
7*̂  ^ i. ■̂ >./ L ^
Ha k e  t h e f i r s t  g ü e Ss or t h e  l IüU iô c o m p o s i t i o n
IF(NeQHR.CO.l) SO TO 215
âC m  WRîTE:*Â 262I 2$2 F O R # A rr0%»ENTER TOUÎT OÜESS OF THE MOLAR FRACTIONS. 
1 IH THE LIQUID PMASEV)_______o  - '__________
285 00 312 t 9 l.NCQMPL
"WRITE(4,Z92> V 
202________format*'■2SIX. >£HTgR X^> 12»^ >‘,S>
/ '  ^ READL4f320^ t t t t
. 302 FORMATfFĴ ̂ ir̂ xtiKEQ̂ »ff>-2)̂  or ?g 212
312
SUMX «kSUMA 4. Xt ll ..CONTINUE - 
- XtNCOMPr #: l.g - SUMX 315- /XmOOMPI,%c
. - 1  1̂1
Æré. ̂^  ̂̂    _ _̂ ̂  __
' ' FORMÂTffpiT^gNfER. A f  f r ^ Y O t ^ V A R r W  C Q ^ U t g  ENTHALP:^
, . REAOKrStZ) NTHÂLC. _ 312 FORMATS ^
'SUMX y  2.2- » % ' A '
# -3 :":z : .r
start THE ITERATlQf̂  TO OCTERMlNC THE PHASE OOMFOSITIONS:





*%ga*3MMgGALGUÜ#aHë&O0MF#É OOEFFioiENts- IĤ /THE'






355 trauro » i ._ CALL PHl«rXfOMEOAL#QMCS8UX,PKlL,VLMrXî 
362 / .. F0RMATC*g"$3X.4(E,t%î. !5>____________________________ ______
C c
JL.
SHOULD ANYTHING CD EXTREMELY WRONG, PRtNT THE PDtLQWINC 




f  / * rPtVLMIX.Lr^glaV" WRtTEtA.Séai tCOUNI (' '
- c
I (4 3681
365 ' , f o r m a t * raffrgXECUTlON STOPPED AT ITERATION #*^.14*'BECAUSE
t  VLMrX''t u r n e d  NEGATIVE^ ' , ^ " -
IFfVLWlX.LT.g.g) 00 ?Q 1645 - , /,________:___________
O362
: calculate the rUCAClTT coefficients cr THE components: 
IN THE VAPOR mixture ________________ 1_L.
LIOUIÔ » 2  ' ' - . ® "
 IF I I.C.QUNT t.ST:a.)-.S.Q-nL.. 360________________________________00 372 {r »- IrNCOHP' " - \ r ^
'YctF »PHiL0i:k*x(r7; 375 -, - /- CDNTTNUE
382r
:FtNCOMP\.EO,l) Ytll » 1,2
CALL. PHlMrXtOMECAV»OMEG8y*r,PHIV.VVMlXj
C  ' SHOULD <ANTT#IN(1 CO EXTREMELY UHONCr PHtNT F0LLOI<tINC. m m
392
IFCVyMIX.LT.2.0) GO TO 400 7 1  ^
IFfyVMlX.LT.0,01 WRltEt4.390I ICOUNT . - '  ̂'
FORMAT* ^EXECUTION STOPPED AT H E R A T  ION # %  14,'BECAUSE<  ̂iL.VVMKKBECAME NECATLVer> ^sX , ̂i'" ' t&.'$':F##MK%̂ LT̂ 0.2% 'OC-TG 154^
422.- 4fg>r l.NCOMF___. "
412 
C
R A P H U I ^  ^ PHlLtU/PHlVCP
a-::-.;. \l /-
•v 'T '
CASE THAT: ANy MOLÂR FRACTION TIKEE A  NEGAftVL VALUE/,.




"CONTINUE. JL, Jt£ Ui., -50 to; 522WfMTCi4*49fl« î^UNf” #'
FORMAT* F2^*12. ""EXEGOfION STOPPED AT ITERATION
C:f frg4»5i2i
gEJQIW#
- AU V7/'; } ' ' '■
E .R . 1928 16 r
KOtOtn YOLDtri/XOLOtU
aS2 . c o n t i n u e  ^ ^
________ir iNCQMF.EC.lX OP TO 905 \
CALCULATE-THE NEW- MOLAR FRACTIONS AND THE NgW
EouiLiBFruM c o n s t a n t s
: c
 ̂ I ' l l . y\ - v ’.  .  .
860 . , CONTINUE _ - , -
IFCNCOMP.EO.Zl GO TO 892XRAMRA 3 0.0%
872
90 870 r « 1&NG0MFB \  "" XRAMRA 9 XRAMRÂ XCm*HApH{CSC0MPJ«RAPHirr7> CONTINUE ' .  - '
1C
K
NOTICE BY THE SUBSCRIPT OF THE X»S THAT NOT ALL OF 
T H E M  ARE MODIFIED__________ __________________________
Ca?2 XCNC0HPty»û/"f?ÂPHÎCNC0MP7*XRAHRA?/fWRAPHL{NçCMpURAPHl*NCCMf»lIi1 
IF(X*NCOMF1T.LT.0.#7 XfNCQMPlI » 2.0 V  . -, ' .-T"_________:_______PHTLSX 9 0.0 
00 900 I 9 IrNCOMPt 
.PRTLS.X,?, pR,TLSx::*-.̂ cn
SUMT ̂ 0.0 
00 910 I 3 'IrNCOMP SUMY * SUMY»ren
IE MAXIMUM"NUMBER' OF" ITERATIONS IS-REACHED PRINT 
'A-MESSAGE AND- RESULTS ' ' " .... ‘ ”V
L
:7 #2'- : ^WORMATt*0^»33>F,Ttg^fTgPAttows-MEANS m  C0NVER0ENC^^7 > " ^ 7
tFtlCOUNT.EO.fBffl WRfTEt4,933)
, 930 - FORMAT!^0'f^NO CONVERGENCE FOR PARAMETERS' SHOWN BELOW
________ iF/rgmmn£DitgffT, op to 1102.
'»<=. IPtABSf tkOLOfNCOMPllZKlNCdMPlJ7/MOLOiNCOMPl) I*100.•0,01ï.:V'
W P E E W
' ■'
CONTINUE
'*1': p  i.»*
i « r*' V 1  ̂ ^  ^-50, TO ??0
1928
T62
1300 rrCNTHAL-NE.lï CO TO Ï360 
IFCT.CO.TOLDJ 00 TO-13&1 
 \ "TOLO , T ' ‘a
r
r'
00 1360 I a l.NCOMP- . ,
' WR:TE(4&1310% r
1310 , FGRMATng'r'ENTER 00AVPT>;r2,'
*
">̂ .r*wWfTEf4.(3321 ̂ ,1335," FORMATf'0'̂ 'ENTER OOAUOTFrîSr' 
. ,* i.RCAOa;t320) OOALOTti) 7WR-ngI.4xl3.4gJ. -l.
'rS> -k
" '1340 FORMATfrrgr, fEN-TER OOBVOTŶ TZ* ̂ .




1350 FORMAT!f0'r'ENTER OOOLOTfKlZ#'*' REAOW#1320) ÔOBLOTcfx 
.136.0___ C.O.N.TINUE:
= : x L . . y % : % " . -J
MWLIO « MWLIO X(îï*MWtP C,
c o n t i n u e  . «7CALLNTALPyj.QHEgALrQWESSL,XADOALDT,gOBLDT̂ VLHiyrENTL.ENTLl>MWLlS? 50* 13|®̂  $ .1̂ NCOMr ̂  % a t.
1365
:3L37g..-.:-CQiviitty£.CALUMTALPYtOHEGAVtOMBOSV,Y.OOAVOT,DOBVOT»VVMlXfENTV,ENTUI,MWVAP)
Ô- PRTNT THE RESULTS a» "*




1402c ' c *t'̂ r ^ . . . .  - - y*
1550 FORHATf»0*,r6.g,2Xfr^,iX>C»3y,'l'>lX^5<C#lXlr3Xrl6)
k i î  lÂYt u  »»f>îrPHiu rVtPH rvc u>
format  ̂'0»->33X.rgZ>îx:5CE.tX1 X_1M0_
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C . OEClOe WHETHER QR SlOf TC CHANGE THE PARAMETERS
J'.. \ . WRm Û,lfe5g> \ '___________
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CONTINUE
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READ(4f20% NEWSYS 
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□ SUBROUTINE PHI MIX
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continue
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' , , SÜBROüTtMC CUSEQN
. SOLVES A CUBtg, EQUATION FOLLOWING THE METHOD::
OUTLINED IN PERRTr PcZ 2"iÔ* FOURTH EOlTfoN 
, SVaROUTINE_GVBE.QN LMH f X*BIIU.BEO rCCUggOf-ggUaELlt
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C -, jr :
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SUBROUTINE H T A L P Y  ̂ c
A SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE ENTHALPY DEPARTURES USING
THE REOLICH KWCN5 EQUATION OF STATE 
- "SUBROüTîNr NTiLPY(OMrCA>OMEGg>MOLFRA.OOAnT»DOBOT>VKÏX.ENT,ENTlrMW)
ii*
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* routine O m e g a s  
k PRCSftAr TO calculate OMEGA PARAMETERS
DOUBLE PRECISION COM^ real MW
-rr PORRATL'0','SELECT OUTPUT OEVICEr/'/ ns-1
, , REAOt4*22> ROUT




WRITER rS0î . *f ^ g q # g  
fORMATt 'ENTER COHPONEHT" " 
REA0(Â>4g>- COMP_____________  ' ̂
40 f o r m a t CA10>
WRITEC4.417JÜ____ FORMAI UE'. * lEbLTEP . MQl -HEIO.HT JLL
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APUff , (<R*T/(VS ' SpURir - Pl*CT««r5*VS#-CVS ♦ BPURi) OMEGA V APUR«PC/(R*R#TC»#2.5>
ARCHNÎ R*T/(P#(VS 1.8PUR17  . . T"______
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rFiMCAQ  ̂r  o> ly  Awff > N our : eq : 4r AND #FLU: pygG, t  y wR r Tccf .̂ 731 c amplFtH£A0#E0.1.ANO#N0UT*EQ..4#AN0.FLUID«£0.2̂  WRTYÊTCTÂTGÔMP 
» ; < .,lFtNOUT*Ea*4#ANO#HCAÔ.EO#l> WRlTE(M0üT,75>WRITE(MGUT,1@0> T.P,VS.EXPWr,PMIrOMEGA.GMEG8#rGOUNr180 FORMATfeI0'.^17X*r2CF7*2rlXl#FO#4#lX#.4CE#lXUl6I
WRtTEC4»218> - r ‘ 
FCRHATf^0*‘#^CHANfir OP F U 1 0 7
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* H ^  s. y/îyvPtt»̂ >>\
^  A  '%
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Its value decides whether or not to change 
the ’s.
Constant of equilibrium 
Interaction parameter. Eqtn.(Ill-17) 
Storage for used before calculating
new values
Indicator of liquid or vapor calcualtions
Number of components. Variable subscript
Its value decides whether to start a new
system or terminate execution
Variable subscript
Variable subscript





The pressure of the system 
Critical Pressure component i 
Defined by Eqtn.(Ill-14)
Fugacity Coeeficient.Liquid phase
Fugacity Coefficient.Vapor phase 
Summation term in Eqtn.(IV-2)
Universal constant of gases
Ratio of fugacity coefficients.Eqtn.(IV-3)
Summation of x*s 
Summation of y*s 
The temperature of the system
E.R. 1928 173
TCI(I) T=^ Critical temperature component i
TCIJd.J) TCij Defined by Eqtn.(Ill-1?)
VCI(I) Critical volume component i




Molar volume of the liquid mixture
VVMIX Molar volume of the vapor mixture
Xd) Molar fraction of component i in the 
liquid phase
XCHECK Store to check for negative values among x’s
XOLDd) "'oldi Saves values of x*s. Similar to KOLD(I)
XBAMEA Summation term in Eqtn.(IV-6)
Yd) Molar fraction component i in the vapor 
phase
YCHECK Similar to XCHECK
YOLDd) Saves values of y*s.Similar to KOLD(I)
ZCIJd.J) Defined by Eqtn.(Ill-16) 
Phi mix
AIKSÜM Summation involved in the third term of 
Eqtn.(Ill-18)
AOVETB =mi/( in Eqtn.dII-18)
ARKIJd,!) “ii R-K constant. Defined by Eqtn.#111-12)
ARKUd.J) *1J R-K constant. Defined by Eqtn.(Ill-13)
ARKMIX R-K constant for the mixture.Eqtn.(Ill-10)
BCÜBEQ b* Coefficient in the cubic equation (IV-8)
BOVVPB Eqtn.dII-18)
BRKId) R-K constant.Defined by Eqtn.(III-9)
BRKMIX ^mix R-K constant for the mixture.Eqtn.(Ill-11)
CCUBEQ c Coefficient in the cubic equation (IV-8)
E.R. 1928
DCUBEQ d Coefficient in the cubic equation (IV-8)
MOLFRA Dummy variable for molar fractions
OOVVMB in Eqtn. (Ill-18)
PHI(I)
4 > i
Dummy variable for fugacity coefficient
PHILN(I) 1B( i) in Eqtn.(Ill-18)
TOVRTB 2/(RT^bj|^^) in Eqtn. (Ill-18)
VMIX ^mix Dummy variable for molar volume of mixture
VOWMB Eqtn. (Ill-18)
VPBOVB ^^((^mix^^mix)/^mix) Eqtn,(III-18)
ZMIX ^mix Compressibility factor of the mixture
Cubeqn
CAPAQ A Defined by Eqtn.(IV-17)
CAPBQ B Defined by Eqtn.(IV-18)
CÜCAPA A^
CÜCAPB b3
MTYPE Indicator of whether R’ is less, equal or
greater than zero
PCÜBEQ P Defined by Eqtn.(IV-14)
PHICUB ^cub Defined by Eqtn.(IV-28)
QÇÜBEQ q Defined by Eqtn.(IV-15)












da/dT Defined by Eqtn.(III-37)
da. ./dT Defined by Eqtn.(III-3Ô)1,1
da. ./dT Defined by Eqtn. (III-39) ̂» J
db/dT Defined by Eqtn.(111-36)
d ^ See Eqtns.(III-30) and (III-39)
b./dt See Eqtn. (111-36) 
(H° - H)^ in Ib.ft/lbmol 
(H° - H)^ in BTU/lb
FACTOR
m'
Conversion Factor for ENT
Molecular Weight (pure Material or Mixture)
